This work is a continuation of recent efforts aimed at understanding the interplay of control, communication and computation in systems whose sensors, actuators and computing elements are distributed across a network. We investigate the simultaneous stabilization of a group of linear systems whose feedback loops are closed ouer an idealized shared medium. The capacity of that medium is constrained so that only a limited number of wntmller-plant connections can be acwmmodated at any one time. We introduce a feedback com.niunication policy -inspired by previous work on queuing systems and real-time scheduling for deciding which system(s) should be admitted into the network and f o r how long. 2Ae use of feedback in ma&g comm.unication decisions results in a set of autonomous dynamical systems which are coupled to one another due to the presence of communication constraints. We give conditions for the stability of the collection under the proposed communication policy and present simulation results that illustrate our ideas.
communication sequence is chosen a priori, then an optimal control problem is solved with the communicat.ion sequence regarded as a parameter. Such pollingbased communication schemes preserve linearity (when the underlying systems are themselves linear) and often make the analysis easier.
One of the challenges in the approach out.lined above lies in the difficulties encountered when joint,ly optimizing the control law and communication sequence; in some cases, the best one can hope for is a useful heuristic (for example 1121). Moreover, specifying a communication sequence a priori may be undesirable for practical reasons, including the need for a timer and memory as well as the lack of a feedback mechanism t,hat would allow for changes in the communication sequence in response t,o disturbances or other events. For these reasons it is sometimes preferable to use an interrupt-based policy for deciding which parts of a networked dynamical system should interact at a particular time. Such a scheme is appealing because it leads to autonomous dynamics and because there is at least some evidence [17] that suggests that feedback communication policies can outperform their "static'? counterparts.
In this paper we investigate the stability of a collection of continuous-time feedback LTI systems that rely on an idealized network of limited capacity in order to close their feedhack loops. We show that a sufficient condition for stability of the collection under periodic communication (detailed in 191) is also sufficient under an interrupt-based communication policy that is inspired by results from real-time scheduling and queuing theory [15] . We note that our model for limited communication leads to systems with switched or hybrid dynamics; in those settings known stability conditions are typically conservative 12, 171 or computationally complex (see [ll] for an excellent survey of st,andard results). Our plan for improving on existing results is based on a simple communication policy that "pays attention" to the system whose state is furthest from the origin (this will be made precise in Sec. 3).
Section 2 describes the stability problem we are concerned with. We propose a simple interrupt-hased strategy (a variant of the "Clear the Largest Buffer" policy introduced in 1151) for deciding on-line which systems should be allowed use of the network. In Section 3 we give sufficient conditions for the stability of a collection of dynamical systems under the proposed communication policy, and improve upon previously established results. In the case of scalar dynamical systems operating under the proposed communication policy, our stability condition is necessary and sufficient. Section 4 contains simulation results that. illust.rate the main ideas. We assume that the "shared networli" is an idealized communication medium which provides connectivity 
The above inequalities are linear in each of the variables Pi: Xi,c and Problem 1 can be solved using bisection on cand solving the BhII problem ([l, 51) that results (see [SI for details). In general, ( 5 ) is conservative even if the Pi are optimal according to Problem 1.
A feedback-based communication policy
Instead of specifying the switching functions si(t) in advance for the systems (2), we would like for the si(t) to depend only on the states xi(t). In the following, we will assume without loss of generality that k = 1, i.e. the network can only accommodate one feedhack loop at a time (the case k > 1 follows easily). For k = 1, we can simplify matters by setting si(t) = 0 for all indices i E {1,2, ...> N } except one which we denote hy i*(t), corresponding to the unique system whose feedback loop is closed at t. We now define the following policy for choosing i * ( t ) (and therefore the switching functions si(t)): This policy, which seeks to "Contain the Largest State" (abrv. CLS-E), can be viewed as the analog of the "Clear the Largest Buffer" policy, originally introduced in the study of dist.ributed manufacturing systems [15] . In the following, we show how those results relate to our problem as we investigate the behavior of the systems described by Eq. 2 under variations of the CLSe policy.
Remark 1: At first glance one might think that there is a tradeoff between making E too small or too large. When e is large, performance will of course suffer since the states remain large. If t is too small, then one may think that again t,he performance will be low because the uncontrolled states will tend t o become very large while the controller is trying to make a particular state very small (smaller than e ) . However, that is not true as we shall see. R e m a r k 2: Under CLS-e, the switching rate is not bounded. It is possible however to slightly modify the switching policy so that the switching rate is bounded above by 4. The "minimum waiting" time T > 0 will be the analog of the so-called "setup time" in [ l s ] . In that case (which will not he discussed here due to space constraints) the states will remain bounded. (2) if (5) holds.
We note that CLS-e is not the only interrupt-based policy that leads to stability under the sufficient condition of Eq. 5 . In particular, we have in mind certain queuing and scheduling problems where one seeks to minimize the expected value of queue lengths Qc(t) given their arrival rates pk (possibly Poisson) and the limited processing capacity of a server. In that case, t,he "p-c rule" ([13, 4, 141 and references therein) optimizes Eca&(&k(t)) hy admit,ting into the server those processes with the highest value of pkck value where ck is the relative cost associated with the kfh queue. In Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, the In 1 z i l (resp. In(&)) play a role similar t o that of queue lengths in a scheduling problem with N processes and k servers; the /IC rule suggests closing the feedback loops of those systems with the k highest values of (p; -A;)c; whose states
have not yet reached E in norm.
In general, we expect that the modified CLS-t policy of Lemma 1 will be conservative because it makes switching decisions based on the "envelope functions" that bound the Lyapunov functions V;. Moreover, it requires that the controller keep track of the envelope functions (10) as well as time. This raises the question of whether the CLS-c policy -this time with switching decisions based on the Lyapunoufunctions K ( z i ( t ) ) themselves as opposed to their bounds f ; ( t ) -,stabilizes a multivariable collection ( 2 ) under a condition similar to (5) . ' The complication that arises here is due to the fact that unlike the case of scalar dynamics (or that of Lemma 1 for that matter), the trajectories of the K ( z ; ( t ) ) are not pure exponentials and in fact may not be monotonic between switching times; therefore the state whose Lyapunov function is largest at a given switching timet may not always correspond to the system whose envelope function is largest at t.
T h e o r e m 3 The collection of systems in Eq. 2 For a set of three second-order systems, with A; = -5.15, p; = 2.51, 5 
Conclusions
We explored the stability of LTI systems whose feedback loops are closed through a shared medium that admits a limited number of "users" a t any one time. This hounded trajectories, with T acting as a minimum waiting time. work is part of an effort t o understand control-oriented networks, emphasizing questions of control-theoretic interest (in this case stability) as opposed to information Am. We proposed an interrupt-based communication policy (termed CLS-E) that "closes the loop" of the system(s) whose state is in some sense furthest from the origin: When that state (or an associated Lyapunov function) is brought within an e-ball from the origin, the corresponding loop is opened and the selection process is repeated. We exposed some connections of the stabilization problem to queuing theory and showed that a sufficient condition for the existence of a stabilizing communication sequence [9] is also sufficient under the CLS-t strategy. If the dynamical systems in question are scalar, our condition is also necessary. In the case of multivariable systems our sufficient condition is "tight", in the sense that if it is violated then there are dynamical systems that cannot be stabilized under any communication policy. Opportunities for future work include finding conditions under which the original CLS-e policy (switching on Ilq(t)lI) stabilizes a collection of systems, computing bounds for the state norms and investignting the effects of communication delays.
